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Abstract

In this paper, we define and explore player character (PC) death in tabletop role-playing games (TRPGs) through a survey of how PC death is addressed in a range of TRPG rulebooks. We connect PC death to player agency and in doing so connect death to downtime and other play modes in which players have less or no control of their PCs. We discuss how PC death affects gameplay by breaking up time, by ending or starting a period of play, or by reinforcing or severing player and PC connections. The objective of this analysis is to improve our understanding of PC death, as well as PC life and the control, agency and play associated with it.
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1. Introduction

Across all types and genres of games, death comes in many shapes and forms (Ndalianis 2012; de Wildt et al. 2019): it punctuates and paces video games; in wargames it removes troops from the tabletop; and it fills discard-graveyards in collectible card games. In this paper, we deal with the forms and meanings of death through the lens of tabletop role-playing games (TRPGs), such as Dungeons & Dragons or Call of Cthulhu, and discuss how death in these games impacts gameplay at the mechanical, narrative, and social dimensions of gameplay. This analysis not only helps us understand PC death, but also PC life, control, agency, and play and to think critically about how different modes and conceptions of play function in TRPGs. We focus on TRPGs, as opposed to other forms of games, as TRPGs feature a compelling combination of kinds of rules and practices which work together to produce experiences, such as the death of a PC, that are unique and as yet under-studied.

In this paper we challenge common assumptions about TRPGs. This includes the assumption of a one-to-one relationship between player and PC, an idea found in many TRPGs and highlighted in Jose Zagal and Sebastian Deterding’s “Definitions of ‘Role Playing Games’” (2018). It also includes the assumptions that players necessarily care about their PC’s well-being, and play to avoid their deaths or are emotionally impacted when they do die (Fine 1983). Our analysis and participant observation suggest that in some cases PC death is welcomed by the player or required by the game system.

In his paper on bodies and time in TRPGs, Evan Torner calls for more studies of TRPG texts: “Researchers can now look at tabletop and other RPG subsystems – particularly the text introducing these subsystems – to determine the types of play they generally reinforce, and thereby the philosophical, ethical, and logical bases on which the system itself rests” (Torner 2015, 120). This paper is our attempt to answer this call by analyzing the systems which produce PC death and exploring the implications of said systems. We are also inspired by Ken McAllister and Judd Ruggill’s meditation on “thanatoludism” and the relation between death and play in computer games (2018). While we are interested in player-centric approaches to games and game studies, the focus of this paper is...
primarily on rules and game text. This approach owes much to Aaron Trammell’s historically oriented practices in his work on Dungeons & Dragons (2014). We used participant observation through playing different TRPGs as a secondary viewpoint. We are basing our discussions of player death on TRPG books supplemented by our own play experiences.

In the TRPGs we look at here, and in most TRPGs, groups of players gather together to role-play individual characters who undertake a series of meaningful interactions and conflicts within a world largely enacted by a gamester, a player-officiant who generally controls non-player characters (NPCs). For simplicity, we will use the term game master (GM) to describe this role. We refer to other participants who control only their PCs simply as players.

For the most part, players create their PCs. They typically do this by following the character creation process of the TRPG they will be playing. No matter how a player chooses to create and play their character, the player has an instrumental connection to the character. This is true even if the player does not make the character personally through one of the character creation systems provided with most TRPGs. We argue that characters’ lives begin not at creation, but when a player starts playing them. Before that point, they are a concept. As PCs are played in a campaign or a session, they obtain a unique personality and style inseparable from the player’s interpretation and investment.

The investment of time, energy and affect into a PC and through that PC into a TRPG suggests that the death of a PC carries an emotional weight. This can be described in terms of a connection to the PC that goes beyond the instrumental into identification. Gary Allen Fine’s Shared Fantasy, the first major study on TRPGs, recounts an informant speaking about player identification with their PC: “If you played enough in Dungeons & Dragons, you do identify enough with your character, you don’t want him killed out of hand…you don’t sit there and just sit back, ‘So what, he’s just a fake character.’ You’re in for the game” (Fine 1983, 219). Here we see identification as a product of time and investment resulting in a feeling of loss. We argue that these kinds of feelings stem from a loss of investment of time and energy and from a loss of possibility for continued play.

PC death is a threat not just to a player’s feelings, but also to the safety of the PC, as the game-object through which players experience the game. They invest time along with cognitive and emotional energy into the PC, but beyond this loss of investment, the possibility of a player’s PC dying is high stakes as it places play in peril. The death of a PC may mark a temporary end of play or a permanent one. Or it may, in some TRPG systems, mark a beginning. In either case it is a moment when the status of play is literally in question.

2. The Mechanics of Death

In this section we show how PCs die in most TRPGs. For the most part this amounts to the destruction of the PC’s body through conflict, often combat (Torner 2015). As with so much in most TRPGs we start with the roll of a die. In TRPGs, dice rolling is typically used to decide the outcomes of conflicts. Death is most often, but not always, decided by dice rolls. Dice rolls determine if a PC is injured and if so, how badly. Character death is most often determined by their remaining hit points (HP). For example, as explained in Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition: “[w]hen damage reduces you to 0 hit points and there is damage remaining, you die if the remaining damage equals or exceeds your hit point maximum” (Crawford et al. 2014, 197). If a character drops to 0 HP, and does not meet the conditions for instant death, they begin to roll a twenty-sided die in order to make so-called death saving throws. The player must roll a ten or above three times to come back to consciousness, and if they fail, they die. Pathfinder (2009) follows similar rules as it is based on earlier versions of Dungeons and Dragons (mostly 3.5). Pathfinder and Dungeons and Dragons also are both fantasy TRPGs.

In Pathfinder, if a character’s remaining damage after hitting 0 HP equals or exceeds the character’s constitution statistic, the character dies. In both Pathfinder and Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition, characters begin at level one and over time increase in level and powers. A character’s constitution statistic at level one is a number scaled from eight to sixteen and HP generally ranges from six to fifteen. At the start of a level one campaign, it is easier to die in Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition, where the instant death condition is decided on half of the player’s health, while in Pathfinder it is decided by a number value that starts at eight, and is either left at eight or adjusted to a value between eight and sixteen or so. As players level up in Pathfinder, HP rises from six to ten per level while the constitution statistic cannot be raised until certain levels are hit, and even then, it can only be raised by one or two points.

Therefore, with each advancing level, Pathfinder transitions from being harder to die in to being easier to die in, while Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition does the opposite. In this way, Pathfinder’s rules for death support an easier entry

---

2 See Evan Torner’s discussion of the “pause-play” effect in TRPG community theory (Torner 2016).
point for new players playing at level one, which gradually rises in difficulty as they play. In contrast, *Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition*’s rules on death make the game a bit harder at the start, but much easier to avoid dying as the game goes on, making it less likely for developed characters that survived the early levels to die an untimely death. This perspective of course assumes that avoiding death is the point of play in these games, but as we will see, this is not always the case.

Other systems have similar rules in place concerning HP. *Lamentations of the Flame Princess* (Raggi 2009) uses HP in a standard fashion but adds situations where drops in ability scores can kill a PC. In other games, HP are not tracked, and the fate of PCs is tied to reductions in their ability scores. The *Burningwheel* (2002) derived games *Mouseguard* (2009) and *Torchbearer* (Olavsrud and Crane 2013) both eschew HP in favor of states or consequences a PC will be tagged with if they fail in a conflict. That said, while some games do not use HP, most do.

_Vampire: The Masquerade* (Rein-Hagen 1991) has similar death rules to the systems discussed above, however, the directions indicate that “true death” should be arrived at in a spirit of player and GM collaboration. This flexibility means that both player and GM are empowered by the system to choose to have a PC die for narrative purposes, regardless of HP. In games like *Vampire: The Masquerade*, true death is reached through negotiation between player and storyteller, and can even be planned by the player.

That players may choose for their PCs to die, and not just by playing in a risky manner, suggests that PC death can offer something of value not (usually) to the PC, but to the player. The distinction between the needs and desires of the player and the PC respectively is a feature of TRPGs that PC death helps to put into relief. Peter Christiansen positions this kind of willing PC death in digital games as “thanatogaming” a form of Foucauldian resistance to biopower or societal control of life and lives (2014).

An extreme example of the value of PC death expressed through the macabre is a game that does not include a hit point system. However, this does not mean it is safe for PCs. Far from it. While the previously mentioned systems are designed for long, campaign-style play, with the players meeting up week after week to continue a long-running story, the system *Ten Candles* (2015) is a system designed for one-shots, a single session of gameplay. The genre of the system is “tragic horror”, and as such, while characters may die sooner due to player intervention, the rules and mechanics mandate that all player characters must die by the end of the game. We focus on *Ten Candles* here as it is a particularly clear-cut example of a game that makes a feature of PC death.

A game like *Ten Candles*, where the players are doomed to lose, and the characters are doomed to die, allows the player to experiment with playing different kinds of characters. This can mean different sorts of classes, types, races, or builds depending on the TRPG, but also different ways of behaving and interacting with NPCs and other players. Playing a game in which a PC will die can also mean playing the most exciting part of a PC’s life. The ability to explore how one faces death within the safety of a fictional role-playing game may be interesting to some players, and perhaps even cathartic to others.

_Ten Candles_ is not the only game in which a player may actively welcome their character’s death. In any other game, the player, their character, or both may have accomplished what they set out to achieve and reached a satisfying endpoint. Alternatively, the player may have grown tired of their character and opt to play a new one. A range of out-of-game reasons may also force a player to stop playing and seek a quick exit from the game.

Most TRPG rulebooks have messages about how the players should treat the rules. And most of these statements can be summed up as: use, bend, and ignore these rules as you wish. For example, in _Pathfinder_: “The rules in this book are here to help you breathe life into your characters and the world they explore […] Remember that these rules are yours. You can change them to fit your needs” (Bulmahn 2009, 9). These needs may entail that a PC survives what mechanically ought to be a fatal roll, or conversely, that a PC dies despite favorable odds. In such cases, PC death is determined not only by dice rolls and predefined rules but socially, in collaboration and discussion between players and GM about how and when rules and results will be implemented.

Through these messages, we see a counter to the conflict and dice-based system through which PC death is produced. (Dormans 2006). For a variety of reasons, players and GMs might decide to bend the rules. The possible death of a PC (or a party of PCs) is exactly the kind of event which prompts the sort of rule-bending we see encouraged.

---

2 It is worth noting that a PC in *Vampire* is of course not alive but rather undead, hence the designation, “true death.” A state of magical coma called torpor is a status in *Vampire* that places a character in a state where they may as well be dead. Golconda, a state in which a vampire overcomes the need for blood (“vitae”), also typically results in a PC exiting the game as a player-controlled character.

3 In the *Dungeon Crawl Classics* rulebook (p. 314) we are admonished that “The Judge is always right. Let the rules bend to you not the other way around.”
3. When Death is Not the End

In some cases PC death marks the start of play. In *Dungeon Crawl Classics* (DCC, 2017), player death is a key part of character creation. DCC draws out the character creation phase across a first adventure. PCs are rolled up in much the same manner they have been since the beginning of D&D, but in DCC’s case a player rolls up many PCs. These PCs, or really potential PCs, are weaker than most new PCs – they are zero-level as opposed to 1st, and they are created (mostly) to die. DCC relies on a “character funnel” or more accurately, a sieve. The character who survives the first adventure becomes the PC. The player, ideally, is invested in this new 1st level PC in a way they might not have been if they had developed the PC in a more typical fashion. Harrowing or grimly comic gameplay experience here replaces pre-written and imagined backstory.

PC death might also precede PC creation even earlier than the funnel of DCC, as the lively undead of *Vampire* (1991), *Monsterhearts* (2012), *Night’s Black Agents* (2012), and other vampiric TRPGs show us. Death is also not the only end for PCs in TRPGs. The long-running *Call of Cthulhu* (1981) by Chaosium contains profuse PC death, but it also features a system based on decreasing points by which PCs, due to exposure to mind-shattering realities of the universe, lose said minds and so players lose control of their characters. This is not death, but it is often treated as one by players, as the player no longer controls the character who, in the adventures to come, will be under the control of the GM. Thus, we see that PC death, at least as we are defining it for the purposes of this paper, is not simply a state of a PC not being alive, but the end of player control over their PC. This definition allows us to include important and closely related states such as the insanity function in *Call of Cthulhu*, “true death” in *Vampire*, and related states, such as possible apotheosis to godhood or enlightenment in a host of TRPGs. However, in expanding PC death to include these related cases there are repercussions that we will return to shortly.

4. Death and Downtime

While the actual death of the PC amounts to a permanent loss of player agency, there are situations where a player is not in control of a PC. No matter the time-scales of TRPG play, from the micro-moments of combat to the slower pace of long-distance travel, players cannot control their character at every moment. In order to keep the pacing of the story, there are moments when a large quantity of time, between sessions or scenes, is condensed into a quick summary of what happened to PCs while they were not under the direct control of the players.

For example, if a group of PCs needs to wait for an in-game event to happen, the GM might ask what the players want to have their PCs do during the interval. This interval between periods of active role-play can cover any length of time that the players and GM feel is not worth role-playing. These breaks and shifts in play style are often referred to as downtime. PCs often practice some skill, see to some sort of economic or social responsibility or rest and heal. These same sorts of activities might be role-played as well, but often they are consigned to these downtime intervals. These activities amount for little time at the table for players, but potentially lots of time in the lives of the PCs. This results in large quantities of time where the PCs are active in the adventure, but not under the full control of the player.

There are game systems that feature specific mechanics for downtime, invoking it as part of the gameplay. For example, *Burning Wheel* has a downtime system in which the players work to increase their statistics during breaks. This involves a lot of studying, testing, and time spent in activities that are not directly covered through roleplay. A less mechanically heavy example is *Blades in the Dark* (2017), a game that allows players to build up the world around them and see the consequences of their actions take shape, while also exploring their characters in between jobs (adventures). During downtime in this system, players split the spoils from their previous mission, and then perform actions to handle in-character stress. Players also

---

4 Indeed, a key part of the game. “Let the characters die if the dice so dictate it” (p. 314).
5 *Paranoia* (1984) also makes use of a multiple PC to each player approach but in that case, it is sequential, with a new PC coming into play as the prior die (usually spectacularly). This approach is not part of PC creation but rather of play. Each PC was a clone so in many ways this style is more like the classic video game concept of multiple (often three) lives.

6 For an overview of types of downtimes in TRPGs see Oren Ashkenazi’s “Five TRPG Systems With Downtime Mechanics” (2019).
have time to run their character’s gang and build themselves up.

Such downtimes function mechanically like a form of momentary character death. Play for that player moves from controlling or acting as and through their PC, to setting up possibilities of play for another time. In the case of a dead PC, this might be creating a new PC, exploring options for some sort of resurrection, or even taking (literal) stock of their PC’s life, accomplishments and possessions. In the case of the PC in downtime, the player is also not in direct control of the PC. Akin to a wind-up toy, the player sets their character in a direction and lets them proceed on their own. This differs from most PC deaths in that it is not as fully a loss of agency, but more of a switch from direct to indirect control of a character. In both cases, play moves from one mode to another, but the factor that separates permanent PC death from downtime is the amount of agency the latter still retains.

One of the most common instances of a player not having control over a PC are moments when the player is prompted to roll the dice. In the brief moment between picking up the dice and seeing the result, the character is not controlled by the player, or even the gamemaster, but is instead in the hands of chance. Note the hush, however brief, as we wait for the die to settle. These fleeting moments when the player is not in control have similarities in concept, execution and game-play with character death. In conjunction with PC death, these moments of downtime and pre-play character creation can help us think critically about player control and agency.7

When we equate TRPG play with a player’s active control of a PC, and call this “actual play,”8 we valorize a specific type of player-character relation and thereby narrow understanding of what it means to play. When we limit the definition of gameplay to directing characters’ movements, giving them voice, and controlling their decisions, we elide other gaming activities and pleasures and fall into a ludic essentialism (Tobin 2015), which flattens game-related objects and texts. PC death is the death of player agency, loss of control, and the end of the “player’s pleasure of influence” (Aarseth 1997). However, it is not the end of the player’s engagement or pleasure. Death and other instances of downtime in a TRPG are different sorts of experiences compared to, for example, a player controlling a PC moving through a dungeon, finding treasures, and encountering foes. This second type of gaming engagement is what we typically define as “playing” a TRPG. Compared to these activities, the literal death of a PC is an experience that is rarer, and that has importance beyond other game events. Literal PC death grounds and orients the player to the PC in singular ways and punctuates playing time, bringing the flow of play to a temporary or, sometimes, final halt.

5. Total Party Kills and the Deaths of Multiple PCs

A total party kill (TPK) is a form of mass PC death that can be found in most tabletop role-playing games and often results in the end of a campaign. When every PC in the party dies, especially in a longer running campaign, it can be an opportunity to start over, either by building off of the existing world and possibly incorporating the late PCs’ fates as background or by switching play to a new setting or game. More common than total party kills are scenarios, where one or two PCs perish in an encounter. If even just one PC survives, that character may be able to recruit new adventurers (the co-players’ new characters) to form a party and convince them to take up the former group’s cause. However, in the event of a total party kill, lacking a PC to provide continuity with the previous play, a group of players and a GM might take this moment to consider the abandonment of an entire setting, system, or cast of characters, or indeed decide to not continue at all.

The death of a single, or a few individual party members rarely ends the campaign outright, but nevertheless results in the loss of personal character plotlines, and produces challenges both for players and the GM. When an entire party is killed, if all the players continue playing, then everyone must create a new character. When everyone builds a new character, players may want to try out a different character type, which often leads to a period of time passed in collective discussion related to character backstory, intrigue, and emotion, as well as tactical unit building. When one or more PCs die, the surviving PCs will have to deal emotionally, socially, logistically with the death of their party member, and with the recruitment of a replacement. Depending on the dead PC’s relationship with the rest of the party, and a player’s feelings towards a dead PC, surviving PCs and their players, the group may be impacted to different degrees by another PC’s death. Therefore, even a solitary PC death can be a kind of death for a party and a shared event.

In our experience as players and observers we have found that TPKs act much like the death of a single PC mechanically, in that hit points are

7 For a materialist take on a closely related subject see Jason Morningstar’s “Visual Design as Metaphor: The Evolution of a Character Sheet” (2014).
8 That “actual play” podcasts and videos themselves represent a mode of TRPting in which the consumer does not themselves actually play points to the need to think more expansively about what TRPGs are and what “doing” TRPGs is and might be, as watching other people play becomes more and more important economically, aesthetically, politically and in terms of raw numbers (see Taylor 2012; Taylor 2018; N. T. Taylor 2016; N. Taylor 2016; Kerttula 2019).
6. Time to Die

Not all PC deaths occur in long-term play or campaigns. Many modes of TRPG play are short affairs of a few hours. “One-shots” and play in settings such as game conventions, where players use pre-rolled or pre-generated characters, generally carry lower stakes for players. If and when PCs die in these settings, we can imagine that their player’s relationship to the event is different from that of the death of a PC, who survived many sessions or campaigns. In these cases, PC death might mark the end of play for that game and that player, which may be appropriate. This does not mean that the deaths of PCs played for a short while are meaningless, but rather that they work at different time-scales and affective registers.

Similarly, feelings about a PC’s death may be less intense in a session of a TRPG such as *Ten Candles* in which players know that their PC’s will die by the end. We can contrast lives and deaths in these one-shots with games that offer a player multiple PC lives over their scope. *Pendragon* (1985) is noteworthy in this regard as it focuses on not a one-player to one-PC relation, but rather on one player to a lineage. In this game, PC’s deaths are part of a longer conception of character life. Less romantic but related are games that allow for players controlling multiple PCs, perhaps one acting as the main character while others are secondary characters, such as assistants, lackeys, retainers, or even pets. This is most often the case in games that feature power and hierarchy as themes or concepts (as is the case with ghouls in *Vampire*).

If a PC “died” by losing sanity or humanity, as in *Call of Cthulhu* or *Vampire: The Masquerade*, their character may linger as a threat or issue to the rest of the players. Released from the player’s control, the GM may make use of the uncontrollable former PC as an NPC, perhaps in the role of a recurring villain or other threat. This sort of reversal can be a powerful moment of play and group storytelling. Players confronting a former PC, now returned under GM control, are playing with and against the history of their PC and their play before their character’s demise. As a player encounters an ex-PC through their new PC, they are implicitly if not explicitly forced to question assumptions of player control and affective investment in their characters and the game.

7. Why Death Matters

PC death defines the player experience of the game, despite it being a rare or singular event. Compare the only semi-perilous *Pathfinder* and *Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition*, with their magical PC resurrection option and generally more forgiving death conditions, to *Dungeon Crawl Classics* or *Paranoia’s* guaranteed high PC body counts, to *Ten Candles’* requirement that all PCs must die by the end of the session. Differences in how PCs die, the relative likelihood of death, and what happens afterward (to the now-dead PC, party, their playgroup, and the game world) is one of the most important differentiating aspects of TRPGs.

PC death rules impact how players approach the game, as we observed while playing *Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition* and *Ten Candles*. Players behaved differently in each game. In *Ten Candles*, players were much more likely to perform riskier moves, due to the interaction of two game features: they knew that their character would die at the end of the game and that their character could not die until they reached the end. The inevitability of the death of their PCs made it safe to take risks. In *Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition*, the same players were much more cautious about their moves, avoiding anything risky to avoid meeting an untimely demise. Even though these *D&D* characters were objectively and mechanically safer than their *Ten Candles* counterparts, they were played as if they were not. The mechanics and rules for PC death define the tone, mood, and style of a TRPG session as much or more than the setting or core conceit of the game. PC death colors PC life, and that life’s duration, rhythms, and punctuation. The ways players play is informed by their awareness of the possibility, probability, or inevitability of their PC’s death. The player’s awareness is affected by the game’s mechanics, systems, textual asides, and recommendations for managing and arriving at PC death.

Players need to feel safe knowing that the GM and the game system will handle PC death in intelligible and expected ways. PC death rules matter because they help create a safe environment for players, if not for PCs. PCs can die, but these deaths need to make sense, mechanically, narratively, and socially. In our comparison of *Ten Candles* and *Dungeons and Dragons 5th Edition*, we saw different play styles stemming from how each game handled PC death. What was consistent in both was that players played in the ways they did because they felt secure knowing that their play was safe, even when their PC was not.
8. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed how a wide range of TRPGs handle the death of PCs. We used participant-observation of TRPG play to understand how PC deaths work practically at the game table and what impacts death rules had on play styles and experiences. We found that PC death is variable across TRPGs. PC death can mark the end of a campaign, story, or adventure. PCs can die alone, or a whole group may perish more-or-less at once. We have shown that a PC’s death is not always something to avoid, but in some circumstances, it is embraced. We found substantial overlap mechanistically, but not thematically, between TRPG and what impacts death rules had on play styles and experiences. We found that PC death is variable and what impacts death rules had on play styles and experiences. We found that PC death is variable and what impacts death rules had on play styles and experiences.
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